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5
 L PARATODO 10PT0480 35X37 30

 Small drawtape bags for any purpose. Multifunctional: it can be useful in small 

pedal bins, in the car, as an auxiliary bag for the kitchen, for nappys,  fot dirty 

clothes, etc

ECO MINI 01MN0305 45X47 20
Suitable for wastepaper bins, bathroom bins and multi-compartment bins for 

recycling. Bin liners for everyday needs, small amounts of waste.

LIMON MINI 04MN0349 45X47 20
Specifically designed for wastepaper and bathroom bins. The White color and 

lemon scent gives a greater sense of hygiene.

MINI PLUS 11BE2326 45X47 15 Small and strong bin liner for everyday waste

BASIC 11OK0480 55X55 30 The most economical option for everyday domestic waste

ECO 01EC2380 55X60 15 The most rational choice for disposing of your domestic waste.

PINO 01PI2387 55X60 15
For people looking for a high performance bin liner without renouncing to have a 

good look.

LIMON 04PF2341 55X60 15
The original bin liner. Its special design, white colour and lemon scented,brings a 

greater hygienic appeal to your kitchen.

07BG2341 15

07BG0451 30

CUBO ALTO 10CA2377 50X75 15 The bin liner for tall and narrow bins.

ECO MAXI 21EC0205 70X75 10
Large bin liners for everyday use. For people for whom a regular bin liner is too 

small, but a larger bin bag seems excessive.

LIMON MAXI 24MG0205 70X75 10
Super-strong large bin liner. For people for whom a regular bin liner is too small, but 

a larger bin bag seems excessive.

SACO BASIC 230K0271 82X105 10 The best value option for disposing of, protecting and storing waste.

29SG0251 82X110 10

30RS0251 82X105 10

22MK0215 87X110 10

27SG0215 87X105 10
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FUNDA CONTENEDOR 39C20705 120X135 5
Special bin liners to prevent 240 L wheelie bins from becoming dirty with unhygienic 

waste material.

CONSUMER BAGS & SACKS
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 L ECO SACO

SACO MAKROSAC

EXTRA

High-quality, multi-purpose refuse sack. With a choice of two closure systems: 

conventional and drawtape. The ideal product for any situation.

The best sack on the market. With a choice of two closure systems: conventional 

and drawtape (more resistant, more secure, more hygienic). The ideal product for 

heavy duty purposes.

56X62

The best bin liner on the market. Featuring antibacterial protection and an odour 

neutralizer to avoid the spread of bacteria and funghi in your bin, as well as the ‘4 

drawtape easy close’ system. Lavender scented.
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